
FIRE ARMS

A firearm is a portable gun (a barreled ranged weapon) designed for use by a single individual. The first primitive
firearms originated in 10th-century China when bamboo tubes containing gunpowder and pellet projectiles were
mounted on.

Raising the alert Our notices system can be used to alert member countries to imminent firearm-related threats.
Main article: Machine gun MG 42 general-purpose machine gun with retracted bipod A machine gun is a fully
automatic emplaceable weapon, most often separated from other classes of automatic weapon by the use of
belt-fed ammunition though some designs employ drum, pan or hopper magazines , generally in a
rifle-inspired caliber ranging between 5. Very large and powerful calibers are normal for these firearms. There
are two common types of handguns: revolvers and semi-automatic pistols. Rifles have a very small impact
area but a long range and high accuracy. They are more commonly but not a lot more bolt-action, as they are
simpler to build and maintain. Police snipers generally do not engage targets at extreme range, but rather, a
target at medium range. Shotguns have a large impact area with considerably less range and accuracy. One of
the earliest purely "American" rifle-shooting competitions took place in , when Daniel Morgan was recruiting
sharpshooters in Virginia for the impending American Revolutionary War. Action and Caliber Choose from a
variety of action styles and calibers to fit the situation. In some countries, rifle marksmanship is still a matter
of national pride. Shotguns are also capable of firing single slugs , or specialty often " less lethal " rounds such
as bean bags , tear gas or breaching rounds. Replacement stocks, grips and accessories are available to
customize the firearm to your liking, and shooting and safety goggles are also available to help ensure safe
shooting when firing the weapon. Machine guns are often mounted on vehicles or helicopters, and have been
used since World War I as offensive firearms in fighter aircraft and tanks e. The definition of machine gun is
different in U. Notables in the U. Semi-automatic pistols have a single fixed firing chamber machined into the
rear of the barrel, and a magazine so they can be used to fire more than one round. We help member countries
to identify trafficked firearms and the perpetrators, and make links to the wider patterns of related crimes.
Both are the successors of the musket, diverging from their parent weapon in distinct ways. They provide a
large ammunition capacity and a high rate of fire, and are typically used to give suppressing fire during
infantry movement. Rifles and shotguns are commonly used for hunting and often to defend a home or place
of business. Use these and other firearm tools to take care of your firearm and ensure smooth performance
whenever operating it. However, the larger impact area can compensate for reduced accuracy, since shot
spreads during flight; consequently, in hunting, shotguns are generally used for flying game. Each press of the
trigger fires a cartridge, using the energy of the cartridge to activate the mechanism so that the next cartridge
may be fired immediately. Usually, large game are hunted with rifles although shotguns can be used,
particularly with slugs , while birds are hunted with shotguns. Certain designs of auto-loading pistol appeared
beginning in the s and had largely supplanted revolvers in military applications by the end of World War I.
Both designs are common among civilian gun owners, depending on the owner's intention self-defense,
hunting, target shooting, competitions, collecting, etc. Large Firearms Find larger and longer-range firearms,
including rifles, shotguns and black powder guns, to take on bigger game out in the wild. They may also have
a more powerful scope to acquire targets further away. The protocol has both a law enforcement and forensics
component, with the ultimate goal of both parties sharing information to solve cases of firearms trafficking.
Both rifles and shotguns come in single- and double-barreled varieties; however due to the expense and
difficulty of manufacturing, double-barreled rifles are rare. Prior to the 19th century, virtually all handguns
were single-shot muzzleloaders. This type of action is typically used by shotguns, but several major
manufacturers make rifles that use this action. Modern U. Early long arms, from the Renaissance up to the
midth century, were generally smoothbore firearms that fired one or more ball shot, called muskets or
arquebus depending on caliber and firing mechanism. A Purple Notice can be issued to share information
about specific firearms, their parts and related objects, as well as modus operandi for firearm-related crime and
trafficking. In military use, bolt-action rifles with high-power scopes are common as sniper rifles, however by
the Korean War the traditional bolt-action and semi-automatic rifles used by infantrymen had been
supplemented by select-fire designs known as "automatic rifles". Shotguns are sometimes preferred for
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defending a home or business due to their wide impact area, multiple wound tracks when using buckshot ,
shorter range, and reduced penetration of walls when using lighter shot , which significantly reduces the
likelihood of unintended harm, although the handgun is also common.


